Studies of jet-shape observables in hard processes are summarized together with future developments
Q ,
(p h and η h the hadron transverse momentum and rapidity with respect to jet axis) probe radiation in different rapidity regions. Other observables, such as V = (1 − T ) , B , C , ρ , D , y ij , K out · · ·, probe various other features. The jet-shape distributions
are (in general) collinear safe (for p i , p j parallel one may replace the two hadrons with a single one with p i + p j ) and IR safe (for p i ≪ p j one may neglect p i ). This implies that all perturbative coefficients of Σ(V ) are finite and one may assume parton-flow ≃ hadron-flow. In the following I discuss the status of the calculations. First I discuss "global" observables (all emitted hadrons are contributing).
Then I discuss the "non-global" ones (only hadrons in certain regions of phase space are contributing, e.g. rapidity cut in hadronhadron collisions). In the first case the relevant configurations correspond to hadrons within the jets (then each jet contributes "independently" with a Sudakov factor). In the second case additional logarithmic terms are contributing which come from soft gluon emitted away from the jet region (correlations among jets are generated).
Global observables
The construction of reliables predictions for Σ(V ) involves perturbative and nonperturbative aspects. Before discussing specific observables I summarize the needed computations 1) exact LO and NLO computations (needed for finite V )
2) DL and SL resummations (needed for large
At least d n (collinear+IR) and s n (collinear or IR) terms need to be resummed (using factorization of collinear and IR contributions and factorization of observable constraints via Mellin and/or Fourier transforms); 3) matching of exact computations (for finite V ) and resummations (for small V ); 4) power corrections originating from the running coupling at any scale (0 < k t < Q), thus involving hadron scales (at virtual level). This leads to non-convergence of PT expansion. For the average value, for instance,
Without non-perturbative information, at present, the non-convergence is cured by prescriptions. Here are some: i) introduce
with ∆V given by α 0 (µ I ) with computable coefficient. One has: n!-cancellation, µ Iindependence, universality; ii) introduce a shape function 3, 4 to modulate the radiator at large distance to account for higher 1/Q powers; iii) improve renormalization group implementation to reduced power corrections 5 . The simplest cases are in e + e − with mostly two jet-events. The difficulty increases when more than two jets are involved. Here one has different partonic channel of the hard jets and one can explore in large contexts different prescriptions for nonperturbative corrections. Interesting cases are: 1) "three-jet observables" in e + e − such 6 as D-parameter and K out (out-of-event-plane momentum) in events with finite 1 − T ; 2) "three-jet observables" in DIS such 7 as azimuthal correlation and K out -distribution in large P t events; 3) hadron-hadron collisions. Except for special cases 8 in which only three QCD jets are involved, typically one has four jets (two incoming and two outgoing ones). In these cases one encounters new colour algebra features. With two (T 1 + T 2 = 0) or three (T 1 + T 2 + T 3 = 0) colour charges all products of primary parton colour matrices T i T j are proportional to the identity. This is not any more true for four (T 1 + T 2 + T 3 + T 4 = 0) or more primary parton processes. As a result in hadron-hadron dijet events, there are peculiar colour correlation 9 among the four jets.
In conclusion, there is a large variety of jet-shape observables, they are very informative and characteristic of QCD, they enter all hard processes with features which are universal (QCD factorization). However they are difficult to measure (requiring a full knowledge of the produced hadrons) and to compute. Publications show that, on average, there is one paper per observable in a single process. Since by now, in principle, the computation procedure is known, one could build up an automated calculation 10 to perform the automated resummation for any global jet-shape (present or future) distribution and for all processes. Here is the basic steps performed numerically. First the observable under consideration is analysed to check for collinear and IR regularity and globalness. Then one starts from the general factorized formula. For the most complex hard process, hadron-hadron collisions, one has
with p a h density of parton a, M 2 elementary hard distribution andΣ(V ) the radiation formula for the corresponding observable which involves DL and SL resummatioñ
Here R(V ) is the known (universal) DLradiator and F (V ) the SL-function computed by numerical simulation (for hadron-hadron collision this requires also the colour correlations among the four jets 9 ). To match with LO (and NLO) exact results one computes the coefficient function C(α s , V ) In hadron-hadron collisions, due to the presence of rapidity cut, jet-shape observables take contributions only from part of phase space (non-global observables). Also many DIS observables 11 are of this type. Here cancellation 12 of collinear and IR singularities between real and virtual contributions is more complex than for global observables. There are additional SL contributions originating 12, 13, 14, 15 from soft large angle gluons generating correlations among jets not present in global observables. Indeed for global observables, due to dominance of collinear configurations, the radiation of each jet contributes (essentially) in an independent way.
Consider Σ e + e − (Q, E out , θ in ), the distribution of energy deposited away from a cone θ in around the thrust axis in e + e − out out in in θ in thrust axis
There are two PT components. The first takes into account soft gluons directly emitted in region "out" by the primary quarkantiquark along the thrust axis. This is the usual bremsstrahlung component (present in global observables) and its resummation leads to the Sudakov factor Swhich is SL since soft gluons are emitted at large angle. The second component, present only in nonglobal observables, takes contributions of soft gluons which, before entering the observation region "out", undergo branchings within the cone θ in around the jet. Cis the residue of partial cancellations of collinear and IR logarithms between real and virtual corrections inside jets. It is a correlation between the two jets. The resulting distribution factorizes
with all factors depending on the SL variable
The correlation function can be computed only in the planar approximation (large N c ) by using the multi-dipole formula 16 for multisoft-gluon distribution.
Numerical studies have been performed by Dasgupta and Salam 12 and the evolution equation 13 resumming all SL is
where (ij) = 1−cos θ ij and
is the Sudakov radiator giving S ab = e −R ab . The evolution equation involves general ijdipoles (for e + e − one sets ij ⇒ qq). Since k is inside the jet region, ij-dipoles with θ ij ∼ π or θ ij < θ in are coupled.
There are vary interesting properties for the correlation function C ab for large τ (but experimentally accessible values are τ < 2−3). The branching inside the jet region starts very collinear to the primary quark with θ br < e −c τ , there is a large buffer inside the jet region 12, 13 . As a result one finds
with c universal (independent of θ in ). This shows that, at large τ , the suppression in C(due to virtual corrections) is overwhelming the one in the Sudakov factor. For θ ab ≪ 1 there is an amazing connection with small-x dynamics. Indeed the value of c is obtained by noticing that the evolution equation for Σ ab is very similar to the Kovchegov equation 17 for the S-matrix even if the relevant multi-gluon phase space regions are completely different (comparable angles in jet physics while comparable transverse momenta in small-x physics). Detailed studies of the connection between the two problems have been performed 18, 19 for heavy quark pair production in certain regions of phase space.
Non-global logs are difficult to compute. Asymptotic estimates for large τ are not physically relevant so that one needs to relay on numerical computation 12 . Moreover its seems not easy to avoid the large N c approximation. However, in some cases it is possible to avoid/neglect non-global logs. This is the case when measurements are in part of phase space but one is able to recover radiation in the full phase space via momentum conservation (e.g. azimuthal correlations). The other possibility is to work with a part of phase space, but large enough. In particular, a rapidity region Y in hadron-hadron collision leads to non-global correction which are of order e −Y .
